Wild yeast harbour a variety of distinct amyloid structures with strong prion-inducing capabilities
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Summary

Variation in amyloid structures profoundly influences a wide array of pathological phenotypes in mammalian protein conformation disorders and dominantly inherited phenotypes in yeast. Here, we describe, for the first time, naturally occurring, self-propagating, structural variants of a prion protein isolated from wild strains of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Variants of the [RNQ+] prion propagating in a variety of wild yeast differ biochemically, in their intracellular distributions, and in their ability to promote formation of the [PSI+] prion. [PSI+] is an epigenetic regulator of cellular phenotype and adaptability. Strikingly, we find that most natural [RNQ+] variants induced [PSI+] at high frequencies and the majority of [PSI+] variants elicited strong cellular phenotypes. We hypothesize that the presence of an efficient [RNQ+] template primes the cell for [PSI+] formation in order to induce [PSI+] in conditions where it would be advantageous. These studies utilize naturally occurring structural variants to expand our understanding of the consequences of diverse prion conformations on cellular phenotypes.

Introduction

Prion proteins can adopt multiple infectious conformations from identical amyloidogenic polypeptides (Toyama and Weissman, 2011). Such remarkable structural plasticity can lead to the formation of various amyloid structures, or prion strains, termed conformational variants in yeast. Prion variants often confer diverse pathological phenotypes and transmissibility in mammals (Gambetti et al., 2003) and distinct heritable phenotypes in yeast (Liebman and Chernoff, 2012). Recently, amyloid-forming proteins associated with a variety of neurodegenerative diseases have been characterized as ‘prion-like’ based on their ability to propagate via a seeding mechanism similar to that described for PrP, the mammalian prion protein. Similar to PrPSc, the causative agent of transmissible spongiform encephalopathies (Legname et al., 2006), multiple amyloid structures have been identified for several other amyloidogenic proteins, including 

Variants of [RNQ+] (Stein and True, 2011) exhibit different biochemical properties and differ in their abilities to induce [PSI+] (Bradley et al., 2002; Kalastavadi and True, 2010; Huang et al., 2005), a major component of the Lewy bodies characteristic of Parkinson’s disease. This conformational variation may explain at least some of the diversity in disease progression observed in these disorders.

The [PSI+] prion in Saccharomyces cerevisiae is perhaps the best-characterized example of a protein that is able to adopt a variety of amyloid conformations. [PSI+] is the aggregated form of the translation termination factor Sup35 and is transmitted as a dominantly inherited, epigenetic element to daughter cells (Ter-Avanesyan et al., 1994; Paushkin et al., 1996). In [PSI+] cells, Sup35 is sequestered into self-propagating amyloid, resulting in a loss-of-function and readthrough of stop codons. Structural variants of [PSI+] can be distinguished phenotypically using sensitive reporters that depend on the efficiency with which Sup35 is recruited into prion aggregates (Serio and Lindquist, 2000). In contrast to the toxic amyloid associated with human protein misfolding disorders, the prion status of yeast can impact the fitness of the cell and may be advantageous or disadvantageous, depending on the environment (Eaglestone et al., 1999; True and Lindquist, 2000). Moreover, the shift to [PSI+] allows for the generation of phenotypic diversity without any genetic change (Halfmann et al., 2010).

Spontaneous formation of [PSI+] is dependent on the presence of the [RNQ+] prion (Stein and True, 2011). [RNQ+] is formed by ordered aggregation of Rnq1, a protein of unknown function (Sondheimer and Lindquist, 2000; Strawn and True, 2006). In cells harbouring [RNQ+], soluble Sup35 is thought to directly interact with prion aggregates of Rnq1 in an inefficient, heterologous templating process that leads to the formation of self-propagating Sup35 aggregates (Derkatch et al., 2000; 2004; Liebman and Chernoff, 2012). Thus, this two prion system can regulate cellular phenotypes and adaptability.
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2013) suggesting that the \([RNQ]\) variants represent distinct amyloid structures. While variants of \([PSI]\) and \([RNQ]\) have been generated and characterized in the laboratory, to date only variants of the mammalian prion protein, PrP\(^{Sc}\), are known to exist in natural settings. Naturally occurring prions have been isolated from wild yeast strains (Resende et al., 2003; Halfmann et al., 2012); however, it is unknown if wild populations can form or selectively propagate distinct prion structures. Here, we analysed the structural variation of the \([RNQ]\) prion in strains that were previously collected from vineyards, clinical samples and breweries. These strains originated in diverse environments, and have likely evolved or adapted differently based on the stimuli they encountered. The ability to convert to a \([PRION]\) state, or, more specifically, a variety of \([PRION]\) states, may have been selected for in specific environments in the wild as a potentially adaptive mechanism. For the first time, we describe a spectrum of prion variants occurring naturally in wild yeast. Interestingly, all of the \([RNQ]\) variants that we characterized were efficient inducers of \([PSI]\), but differed in the subset of \([PSI]\) variants that formed. Further, we found that \([RNQ]\) structures can be modified after inducing, or interacting with, \([PSI]\) and in some cases, this interaction resulted in the loss of \([RNQ]\).

### Results and discussion

Four different \([RNQ]\) variants that spontaneously formed in the laboratory environment were previously characterized based on their biochemical, genetic and phenotypic properties (Bradley et al., 2002; Bagriantsev and Liebman, 2004). We used similar criteria to characterize the \([RNQ]\) prion from a subset of wild yeast originating from a variety of environments (Table 1). We chose eighteen \([RNQ]\) and four \([rnq]\) control wild yeast strains and first confirmed them for the presence or absence of \([RNQ]\) using two biochemical assays: fractionation of the Rnq1 protein to the pellet after high-speed centrifugation, and the presence of Rnq1 aggregates by semi-denaturing detergent agarose gel electrophoresis (SDD-AGE) (Kryndushkin et al., 2003). In order to control for genetic background and to take advantage of a phenotypic reporter allele, we performed cytoplasmic transfer (cytoduction) (Fig. 1A) of wild yeast donors into a \([psi-]\) \([rnq]\) laboratory yeast strain and confirmed the presence of \([RNQ]\) by SDD-AGE (Fig. S1). The recipient strain, 74-D694, contains a Rnq1 sequence that is known to propagate a variety of \([RNQ]\) variants (Huang et al., 2013) and was used for all further analyses. Notably, in the sequences that we analysed, we found surprisingly few polymorphisms when we compared the \(RNQ1\) sequence in \([RNQ]\) haploids generated from the wild strains to that of the S288C reference strain (data not shown).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RM9-1B</td>
<td>Vineyard</td>
<td>Mortimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YJM326</td>
<td>Clinical isolate</td>
<td>McCusker/Fay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YSP163x</td>
<td>Oak exudate (Pennsylvania)</td>
<td>Sniegowski/Fay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIB382</td>
<td>Super-attenuated beer, brewery (Ireland)</td>
<td>Kruglyak/Fay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM5-1B</td>
<td>Vineyard (Italy)</td>
<td>Mortimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12447-1-3a</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Mortimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL100</td>
<td>Laboratory</td>
<td>Lacroute/Fay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YJM653</td>
<td>Clinical isolate</td>
<td>McCusker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-2209</td>
<td>Leaves from Lepidopterous (California)</td>
<td>USDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1643</td>
<td>Clinical wound</td>
<td>Fink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T73</td>
<td>Vineyard</td>
<td>Perez/Fay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-399</td>
<td>Fruit (cherries)</td>
<td>USDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1640</td>
<td>Clinical wound</td>
<td>Fink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YJM237</td>
<td>Laboratory S288c</td>
<td>McCusker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YJM431</td>
<td>Hybrid between Y55 and S288c lab strains</td>
<td>McCusker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM7-1A</td>
<td>Vineyard</td>
<td>Mortimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIB324</td>
<td>Baker’s yeast (Saigon, Vietnam)</td>
<td>Kruglyak/Fay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-27806</td>
<td>Clinical isolate</td>
<td>USDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1632</td>
<td>Clinical isolate</td>
<td>Fink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1653</td>
<td>clinical isolate</td>
<td>Fink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCD939</td>
<td>Grapes, vineyard (Italy)</td>
<td>Bisson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCD824</td>
<td>Commercial wine</td>
<td>Bisson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Wild yeast were isolated from a variety of natural environments.

The previously characterized laboratory \([RNQ]\) variants showed varying sensitivities to increased temperature (Bagriantsev and Liebman, 2004; Huang et al., 2013). To see if Rnq1 aggregates from wild yeast could be similarly differentiated, we assessed the stability of Rnq1 aggregates generated in wild yeast upon treatment with increasing temperature. We subjected lysates from 74-D694 yeast containing \([RNQ]\) from wild strains to three temperatures and assessed the breakdown and distribution of SDS-resistant Rnq1 aggregates by SDD-AGE (Fig. S2). We found that wild \([RNQ]\) variants can be distinguished by differences in sensitivity to increased temperature and segregated into one of three groups: (1) breakdown at 65°C, gone at 95°C, (2) no breakdown at 65°C, gone at 95°C, and (3) no breakdown at 65°C, aggregates remain at 95°C (Fig. 1B, Table 2). These results demonstrate that, similarly to \([RNQ]\) variants that formed spontaneously in the laboratory, Rnq1 aggregates from wild \([RNQ]\) yeast show different sensitivities to high temperatures.

Another distinguishing feature of the \([RNQ]\) variants is variant-specific fluorescent distribution when a fusion of Rnq1 and GFP (Rnq–GFP) was expressed in cells containing \([RNQ]\) prions (Bradley and Liebman, 2003). Upon coexpression with Rnq–GFP, the laboratory-generated \([RNQ]\) variants used in this study consistently conform to either a ‘single dot’ (SD) pattern, containing one large...
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Table 2. [RNQ] variants isolated from wild yeast exhibit diverse biochemical properties and aggregate distribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>Temperature sensitivity of Rnq1 aggregates</th>
<th>Rnq1–GFP distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RM9-1B</td>
<td>[rnq]</td>
<td>No breakdown at 65°C, gone at 95°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YJM326</td>
<td>[rnq]</td>
<td>No breakdown at 65°C, gone at 95°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YSP163a</td>
<td>[rnq]</td>
<td>No breakdown at 65°C, gone at 95°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1:0382</td>
<td>[rnq]</td>
<td>No breakdown at 65°C, gone at 95°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM5-1B</td>
<td>Breakdown at 65°C, gone at 95°C</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12447-1-3a</td>
<td>Breakdown at 65°C, gone at 95°C</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL100</td>
<td>Breakdown at 65°C, gone at 95°C</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YJM653</td>
<td>Breakdown at 65°C, gone at 95°C</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-2209</td>
<td>Breakdown at 65°C, gone at 95°C</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1643</td>
<td>Breakdown at 65°C, gone at 95°C</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T73</td>
<td>Breakdown at 65°C, gone at 95°C</td>
<td>SD and 2D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-399</td>
<td>Breakdown at 65°C, gone at 95°C</td>
<td>SD and 2D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1640</td>
<td>Breakdown at 65°C, gone at 95°C</td>
<td>Diverse: SD,2D,MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YJM237</td>
<td>Breakdown at 65°C, gone at 95°C</td>
<td>Diverse: SD,2D,MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YJM431</td>
<td>Breakdown at 65°C, gone at 95°C</td>
<td>Diverse: SD,2D,MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM7-1A</td>
<td>Breakdown at 65°C, gone at 95°C</td>
<td>Diverse: SD,2D,MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1IB324</td>
<td>Breakdown at 65°C, gone at 95°C</td>
<td>Diverse: SD,2D,MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-27806</td>
<td>No breakdown at 65°C, gone at 95°C</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1632</td>
<td>No breakdown at 65°C, gone at 95°C</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1653</td>
<td>No breakdown at 65°C, gone at 95°C</td>
<td>Diverse: SD,2D,MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCD939</td>
<td>No breakdown at 65°C, gone at 95°C</td>
<td>Diverse: SD,2D,MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCD924</td>
<td>No breakdown at 65°C, aggregates remain at 95°C</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lysates from 74-D694 yeast cells harbouring the wild [RNQ] variants from the yeast strains listed in column 1 were incubated at 25°C, 65°C or 95°C, and analysed by SDD-AGE as detailed in Experimental procedures and Fig. 1. Variants were categorized as listed in column 2. Rnq1–GFP was expressed in 74-D694 yeast cells harbouring the wild [RNQ] variants and live cells were analysed by fluorescence microscopy. Variants were categorized according to the number of fluorescent puncta contained per cell in column 3. MD = multiple fluorescent puncta, 2D = two fluorescent puncta, SD = single fluorescent puncta. Four [rnq] control 74-D694 strains showed only monomer when analysed by SDD-AGE and had diffuse GFP fluorescence.
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[PSI]\(^+\) induction was unexpected considering the different biochemical properties and aggregate distribution characteristics we observed (Fig. 1). This high level of [PSI]\(^+\) induction was similar to the ‘high’ and ‘very high’ [RNQ]\(^+\) variants previously characterized, indicating that the majority of wild yeast harbour an efficient template for the cross-seeding of Sup35. The various wild donor strains likely evolved differentially based on their extracellular environments and stressors they encounter. We hypothesize that an effective [RNQ]\(^+\) template may have been selected for as an evolutionarily adaptive mechanism in order to more readily promote de novo [PSI]\(^+\) formation in conditions where it would be beneficial.

[PSI]\(^+\) variants differ in the efficiency with which they recruit soluble Sup35 into aggregates, which modulates the readthrough of stop codons in messenger RNA (Cox et al., 1988; Patino et al., 1996; Uptain et al., 2001). ‘Strong’ prion variants recruit monomeric protein more effectively into the aggregated state than ‘weak’ variants, and thereby generate a correspondingly stronger nonsense suppression phenotype. We suggest that selective formation and propagation of specific [PSI]\(^+\) variants could act as a cellular mechanism to regulate translational efficiency, so we sought to characterize the effect of wild [RNQ]\(^+\) variants on the variants of [PSI]\(^+\) induced. We selected newly induced [PSI]\(^+\) colonies and scored them for strength of the [PSI]\(^+\) variant (Fig. 2B). Although many of the wild [RNQ]\(^+\) variants induced [PSI]\(^+\) at similar frequencies, we found differences in the [PSI]\(^+\) variants formed, and this differentiated the wild [RNQ]\(^+\) variants from each other (Fig. 2B). These variants generally fell into one of 3 groups (Fig. 2C). [RNQ]\(^+\) from wild strains YJM431, CLIB324, YJM653, FL100 and F1640 induced a range of [PSI]\(^+\) variants with generally stronger phenotypes. Another group of wild [RNQ]\(^+\) variants (RM7-1a, T73, F1643, Y-399, 12447-1-3a, Y-27806, F1632, Y-2209, YJM237, F1653 and RM5-1B) induced [PSI]\(^+\) variants of intermediate strength, where strong [PSI]\(^+\) was rare, and approximately 50% or more of the clones analysed were characterized as weak or very weak [PSI]\(^+\). In the final group, which contained [RNQ]\(^+\) variants from strains UCD939 and UCD824, approximately 90% of the [PSI]\(^+\) variants that formed were weak or very weak. These results indicate that the distribution and strength of newly induced [PSI]\(^+\) variants more effectively distinguishes [RNQ]\(^+\) variants than the level of [PSI]\(^+\) induction.

In addition to the wild strains that naturally harbour [RNQ], but not [PSI], we acquired wild strains that were previously characterized as [RNQ]\(^+\) [PSI]\(^+\) (Halfmann et al., 2012). In two of these strains, [PSI]\(^+\) was extremely unstable and, upon cytoduction of UCD939 and UCD824 into our 74-D694 lab strain recipient, we failed to isolate pink colonies or clones that were [PSI]\(^+\) when analysed using our biochemical assays. Importantly, all of the cytoductants we isolated were [RNQ]\(^+\) by SDD-AGE analysis, confirming successful cytoplasmic transfer (Fig. S1). In performing the same analysis as above, we found that, upon Sup35 OE, the newly induced [PSI]\(^+\) variants were mostly weak [PSI]\(^+\) (Fig. 2B and C). Weak [PSI]\(^+\) variants show decreased mitotic stability as compared with stronger [PSI]\(^+\) variants (Derkatch et al., 1996; 1997). Therefore, the [PSI]\(^+\) variants that were initially identified in these strains (Halfmann et al., 2012) were also likely very weak, and thus readily lost. These results suggest that the [PSI]\(^+\) variants that we induced by transient OE of Sup35 likely correlate with the naturally existing [PSI]\(^+\) variants.

[PSI]\(^+\) induction is proposed to occur through a templating process whereby soluble Sup35 protein interacts with Rnq1 aggregates in [RNQ]\(^+\) cells to form [PSI]\(^+\) (Stein and True, 2011). Previously, incompatibilities between select variants of [PSI]\(^+\) and [RNQ]\(^+\) have been reported, indicating that the prion proteins likely interact both before and after the conversion into the prion state (Bradley and Liebman, 2003). We were interested in the impact of the putative [RNQ]\(^+\)-[PSI]\(^+\) interaction on the wild [RNQ]\(^+\) variant template. Because the ability to induce [PSI]\(^+\) is the most sensitive way to differentiate between structurally distinct [RNQ]\(^+\) variants, we characterized the post-[PSI]\(^+\) induction [RNQ]\(^+\) variants by first curing [PSI]\(^+\), followed by [PSI]\(^−\) re-induction (Experimental procedures, Fig. 3A).
Fig. 2. [RNQ+] prions from wild yeast induce [PSI+] at levels similar to a previously characterized high [RNQ+] variant.

A. For each wild strain donor, Sup35 was OE in two different 74-D694 [RNQ+] cytoductants to induce [PSI+]. Colonies were scored as [PSI+] as detailed in Experimental procedures. Experiments were repeated at least three times and at least 300 colonies were scored for each clone, per experiment. Four wild [rnq−] control cytoductant strains, which lacked Rnq1 aggregates by SDD-AGE (Fig. S2), never induced [PSI+], indicating that the cytoduction protocol did not readily generate spontaneous [RNQ+].

B. [PSI+] colonies were isolated and re-grown on YPD, SD-Ade and YPD + 3 mM GdnHCl solid media, for verification and scoring of [PSI+] variants. Between 200 and 600 [PSI+] colonies from 3 separate experiments were isolated for each wild strain donor and scored for the strength of the [PSI+] variant.

C. Example spotting plates of yeast with one representative strain from each of the three groups. Controls are the first three spots of the top row: strong [PSI+] (S), weak [PSI+] (W) and [psi−] (−).
We found that previously being \([\text{PSI}^+]\) induced striking changes in the ability of \([\text{RNQ}^+]\) to promote re-induction of \([\text{PSI}^+]\). In fact, only three \([\text{RNQ}^+]\) variants (YJM237, RM5-1B and T73) always retained the ability to induce \([\text{PSI}^+]\) (Fig. 3B). Additionally, in several of the strains, a subset of clones exhibited lower frequencies of \([\text{PSI}^+]\) induction than those seen during the primary induction, or failed to induce \([\text{PSI}^+]\) at all. We hypothesize that the interaction of Rnq1 aggregates with Sup35 during \([\text{PSI}^+]\) induction modified the \([\text{RNQ}^+]\) template, resulting in altered \([\text{PSI}^+]\)-induction capabilities in a subset of clones. A transient, or more permanent, alteration to \([\text{RNQ}^+]\) may allow for a greater level of control by \([\text{RNQ}^+]\) on \([\text{PSI}^+]\). Moreover, differential effects on \([\text{RNQ}^+]\) structures may increase cellular fitness and broaden \([\text{PSI}^+]\)-mediated adaptability. Thus, this two-prion system provides for a greater range of diversity of prion structures in the cellular population, which may act to control a variety of phenotypes.

Naturally occurring yeast prion variants have not been described to date (Wickner et al., 2009). Our current results demonstrate, for the first time, that variants of the \([\text{RNQ}^+]\) prion naturally exist in the wild. Moreover, we
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**Fig. 3.** Secondary \([\text{PSI}^+]\) induction can be modified by prior \([\text{PSI}^+]\) induction.
A. Schematic depicting the protocol for the 2° induction of \([\text{PSI}^+]\), as detailed in Experimental procedures.
B. After curing \([\text{PSI}^+]\), \([\text{PSI}^+]\) was re-induced by OE of Sup35. Cells were scored for the \([\text{PSI}^+]\) variant using the colorimetric readout described in Experimental procedures. The dashed red line represents the level of primary \([\text{PSI}^+]\) induction. Each marker represents the \([\text{PSI}^+]\) induction value of one re-induced clone.
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show that the majority of [RNQ] variants effectively and differentially induce [PSI]. Although the function of the Rnq1 protein has not been defined, it is clear that the [RNQ] prion serves as a critical regulator of [PSI] formation. As [PSI] formation modulates translation termination, these effects can dramatically influence the expression of a variety of proteins with diverse cellular functions. It would be reasonable to predict that [PSI]-induced changes to global translation termination would be detrimental to cells (McGlinchey et al., 2011). Interestingly, the presence of Sup35 aggregates can be either advantageous or disadvantageous, depending on the cellular environment (Eaglestone et al., 1999; True and Lindquist, 2000; True et al., 2004; Halfmann et al., 2012). In fact, certain stressful growth conditions actually increase prion formation (Derkatch et al., 2001; Chernoff, 2007; Tyedmers et al., 2008; Newnam et al., 2011). Moreover, prions provide an example of how changes in protein conformation can alter cellular phenotypes and subsequently generate phenotypic diversity, without any permanent genetic change. Prion variants serve as an additional level of epigenetic cellular control, offering a gradient of phenotypes, rather than simply a [PRION] or [prion] state. The resulting continuum of structural and phenotypic variation might impact cellular fitness in response to different environmental stressors to generate a range of adaptive phenotypes to facilitate evolutionarily advantageous change.

**Experimental procedures**

**Strains, plasmids and cultivation procedures**

Yeast cells were grown and manipulated using established techniques (Guthrie and Fink, 1991). The strain 74-D694 (MATA ade1–14 trpl–289 his3Δ200 ura3–52 leu2–3112) of Saccharomyces cerevisiae was used as a control for all experiments (Chernoff et al., 1995). Isogenic 74-D694 strains harbouring the low, medium, and very high [RNQ] variants were kindly provided by Dr Susan Liebman (Bradley et al., 2002). Wild yeast were received from a variety of sources (see Table 1). The strain 74-D694 (MATA or alpha ade1–14 trpl–289 his3Δ200 ura3–52 leu2–3112 kar1–15) was utilized as a recipient for cytoplasmic transfer from wild yeast.

Untransformed cells were grown in rich media, which is composed of 1% yeast extract/1% peptone/2% dextrose (YPD). For [PSI] induction experiments, we utilized the pEMBL-SUP35 plasmid (pSup2) which contains a URA3 marker and SUP35 under the control of its native promoter (Ter-Avanesyan et al., 1993). A plasmid with a URA3 selection marker containing the coding region of HSP104 under the GPD promoter (pGPD-104) was used to cure [PSI] cells (Mumberg et al., 1995). A plasmid containing the coding region of Rnq1 under the CUP1 promoter (pCUP–GFP RNQ) with a URA3 selection marker was used to label RNQ1 aggregates (Sondheimer and Lindquist, 2000).

Transfer of [RNQ] into the 74-D694 laboratory yeast strain using cytoplasmic mixing experiments (cytoduction) was performed as previously described (Halfmann et al., 2012). Haploids of wild yeast donor strains were generated by disrupting the HO locus with a KanMX4 antibiotic-resistance marker, in diploid wild yeast. Diploids were sporulated, and haploids in which HO was disrupted were selected for by plating cells on YPD plates containing Geneticin and confirmed to be haploids by mating type tests. Haploid wild yeast clones (donors) were mixed with 74-D694 ura– respiration deficient (ρ), kar1–15, [mq] cells (recipients) on solid YPD medium and grown for 6 h at 30°C. A swipe of the cell mixture was re-plated onto solid media containing 5-Fluororotic acid (5-FOA), which inhibits the growth of cells expressing URA3 or URA5 (Sikorski and Boeke, 1991), and placed at 30°C for ~40 h. Cells that grew on 5-FOA media were presumed to contain the recipient nuclei and were struck on YP-Glycerol plates to select for cells containing functional mitochondria, acquired from the cytoplasm of the wild donors. Cells that grew on YPD, 5-FOA and YP-Glycerol solid media but did not grow on SD-Ura were tested for the presence of [RNQ] using SDD-AGE. Two independent [RNQ] clones for each donor strain were selected and both were tested in all further assays.

**[PSI] induction frequency**

74-D694 yeast containing [RNQ] prions from wild yeast and 74-D694 yeast cells containing four previously characterized [RNQ] variants (Bradley et al., 2002) were transformed with pSup2, spread on solid SD-Ura medium and incubated for 4 days at 30°C. Approximately 5–10 Ura– colonies were used to inoculate 4mls of SD-Ura selection media, and cultures were grown for 16 h at 30°C with rotation. Three hundred microlitres of diluted culture (1:8000 in water) was spread using glass beads onto 150 mm YPD solid media. Plates were incubated at 30°C for 5 days, and then moved to 4°C overnight for colour development. [PSI] induction was quantified as previously described (Huang et al., 2013). In each experiment, [PSI] status was assessed in at least 300 colonies for each strain, using a colorimetric assay which depends on the readthrough of the ade1–14 mutant allele. This [PSI]-mediated nonsense suppression prevents the accumulation of a red pigment, resulting in colonies to be white or pink. Petite yeast are beige and easily distinguishable from [PSI] or [psi] yeast with functional mitochondria, and were excluded from analyses and further characterization. Each experiment was repeated at least 3 times.
Scoring of [PSI+] phenotypes

[PSI+] colonies that were completely white or pink, or contained white or pink sectors, were spotted onto YPD, SD-Ade and YPD + 3 mM GdnHCl using a pinning device. YPD and YPD + 3 mM GdnHCl plates were grown for 3 days, and SD-Ade plates were grown for 6 days, at 30°C. Plates were then moved to 4°C overnight for development of the red pigment. Clones that were completely red on YPD + 3 mM GdnHCl were scored for the strength of the [PSI+] phenotype primarily using the degree of cell growth on SD-Ade plates. Non-[PSI+] nonsense suppressors are not readily cured by GdnHCl. These clones represented less than 1% of the total, were readily distinguishable and were not included in the data analyses.

SDD-AGE

74-D694 yeast containing the wild [RNO] variants, or one of the four [RNO] variants that were previously characterized (Bradley et al., 2002), were grown overnight at 30°C with agitation in 10 ml rich media (YPD). Cells were lysed, using glass beads, in a buffer containing 25 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl₂, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM DTT, 3 mM phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride, 40 mM N-ethylmaleimide, and complete mini protease inhibitor (Roche). Cell lysates were normalized for the total amount of protein using the Bradford Assay. Equal amounts of total protein were incubated for 7 min at the indicated temperature in loading buffer (180 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 15% Glycerol, 6% SDS and bromophenol blue) and subsequently loaded onto 1.5% agarose gels containing 104 to cure [PSI+] nonsense suppressors are not readily cured by GdnHCl. These clones represented less than 1% of the total, were readily distinguishable and were not included in the data analyses.

Secondary [PSI+] induction

Newly induced [PSI+] colonies were spotted from solid YPD to solid medium containing YPD, SD-Ade and YPD + 3 mM GdnHCl. [PSI+] cells that were curable on YPD + 3 mM GdnHCl and harbouring an array of [PSI+] variants, were selected from YPD, resuspended in water and re-plated on media containing 5-FOA, to select for cells that had lost the pSup2 plasmid. Colonies were selected from 5-FOA and plated onto YPD and SD-Ura solid medium. Uracil auxotrophs were presumed to have lost the pSup2 plasmid. Clones that remained pink on YPD were selected, grown overnight in liquid YPD media, and transformed with pGPD-104 to cure [PSI+]. Colonies that were transformed with pGPD-104 were selected from SD-Ura solid medium and struck onto YPD. Red colonies were selected from YPD and re-grown on 5-FOA solid media to select against cells containing pGPD-104. Red colonies were selected from 5-FOA and re-struck on YPD to confirm that they remained red and SD-Ura to confirm that they had lost the pGPD-104 plasmid. Clones that grew on 5-FOA, failed to grow on SD-Ura and that were red on YPD were transformed with pSup2 to re-induce [PSI+]. 5–10 Ura+ colonies were used to inoculate a 4 ml culture of YPD and grown overnight at 30°C with rotation. Cultures were diluted 1:8000 in sterile water, 300μl was spread onto 15 cm solid YPD plates, plates were placed in a 30°C incubator for 5 days and then moved to 4°C for colour development. Colonies containing pink or white were scored as [PSI+].

Microscopy

In order to visualize Rnq1 aggregates, yeast were transformed with pRS316 Rnq1 (153–405)–GFP under control of the CUP1 copper inducible promoter. Rnq1–GFP was previously shown to ‘decorate’ the Rnq1 aggregates in cells (Sondheimer and Lindquist, 2000), generating foci that can be visualized using fluorescence microscopy. Cells were grown overnight in 4 ml of SD-Ura at 30°C with rotation for 16 h. Cells were spun down, normalized to an OD₆₀₀ = 0.2 and returned to 30°C. After 3 h of growth, CuSO₄ was added to a final concentration of 50 μM and cells were placed back on the rotator at 30°C for ~2.5 h prior to imaging. Cell cultures were spun down, and cell pellets were washed once with water and resuspended in phosphate buffered saline. Two microlitres of cells was placed directly onto VWR 3in × 1in, 1-mm-thick slides, covered with fisherbrand No. 1.5 microscope coverslips and secured with nail polish. Live yeast cells were imaged at room temperature with a Zeiss Axiovert 200 Inverted Fluorescent Microscope outfitted with a Zeiss 100×/1.4 NA oil objective and collected using a Cascade 512B EMCCD camera (Photometrics. Tucson, AZ). Z-stacks of several focal planes were collected using an excitation of 488 nm or phase filter, and each Z-stack was analysed and digitally deconvoluted (using no neighbours setting) with Slidebook 5.0 (Intelligent Imaging Innovations).
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